BELIEVERS of NORSE in ANCIENT AMERICA
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Many People, including NORSE, came to Ancient America in many boats from many places at many times.
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FUTURE NEWSLETTERS
Reider T. Sherwin’s 15,000 comparisons between Old Norse
and the Algonquin Language.
SHAWNEE SACRED SLAB
Join the believers. Please send evidence
that Norse were in Ancient America

REASONS TO BUY FROZEN TRAIL to MERICA
1. Read a good historical fiction book.
2. Give to history teacher. Change history.
3. Flying Footnotes, A better way to read.
4. Accurate information. See Reviews.
5. Collector’s item, CD is signed and dated.
6. Raise book sales ranking above 50,000.

***************************************************************************
CONTACT with ANCIENT AMERICA
Ida Jane Gallagher’s book should be read!
Ida Jane Gallagher casts off
right away. Her first words
are, “The Oceans were
highways, not
barriers …”
She sails through evidence
of Celts, Irish, Scots, North
Africans, Hebrews, Greeks,
Egyptians, Arabs, Basques,
Cypriots, Iberians,
Phoenicians, Indians, Norse,
Scandinavians, and Romans,
who may have used the ocean
highway to Ancient America.
[Interestingly, Ida Jane’s
indexer listed only the Basques
in the index. I hope Ida Jane
remedies that oversight in the
next printing.]

Her concise, precise, and
readable description of the
multitude of evidence leaves a reader wondering,
“What is all the hassle about? Of course, many
people came to Ancient America in many boats from
many places at many times! Why are the schools not
teaching the concept? Why are they not using Ida
Jane’s book as a study guide?”
Contact with Ancient America is the first book, that
I have read, that describes, and shows photos, of most
of the evidence in the places where visitors to
Ancient America may have stayed. The book
concisely describes who came where and when.
With Ida Jane Gallagher's book guiding the convoy,
most mental vessels will sail into similar secure
harbors. But to get there, they must pull up anchor!

$28.00 + 2.00 shipping.
Make check payable to
Ida Jane Gallagher,
858 Sovereign Terrace,
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464.

Ronnongwetowanca Giants
Hal Sherman sent me an email
on July 16th, which said, “David
Cusic, a Tuscorora by birth, wrote in 1825
that among the legends of the ancient
people there was a powerful tribe called
Ronnongwetowanca. They were giants,
and had a "considerable habitation." He
states that when the Great Spirit made the
people, some of them became giants.”
Hal asked me. “I am curious if the
Ronnongwetowanca name appears
anywhere in the Old Norse vocabulary?”
Two days later, I replied,
” Verrry Interesting.

“…I did not even get out of Reider Sherwin's vol. 1.
All the page references are for vol. 1.
...RO NN ONG., WET.. O…WAN c A
HREIN.…UNGi. VIDh. AA. VIN.....A
decent
youth stay as friends
p. 168........ p.138.....
p.241
"I AM AMAZED!"
The name would be appropriate for a group of
Norse "giants" moving into an area of smaller people.
The perseverance of their true history and the Old
Norse name is confirmed by this translation.
The {young] Old Norse did come to America!

